
The House 

The Starting Path 

In a dimension where nothing makes sense, you come across a house. The house 

watches over your actions. It has 2 levels. Each level will take you on 

different paths, so choose wisely...Your life depends on it: 

[[Blue floor]] or the [[Green floor]]. 

(set: $davit to false) 

(set: $freeze to false) 

(set: $kids to 3) 

(set: $sword to false) 

(set: $flee to false) 

(set: $undead to false) 

(set: $crime to false) 

The Blue Floor 

You have chosen the blue floor. This floor is haunted by ones worst nightmares. 

There's no going back from here. You must proceed on your journey and choose 

which door you would like to be transported through:  

Enter the [[First Blue Door]]. 

Enter the [[Second Blue Door]]. 

Green Floor 

Welcome to the Green Floor. This floor of the house is embodied with knowledge 

and peacefullness. To continue your journey, choose which door you would like 

to be transported through: 

Enter the [[First Green Door]]. 

Enter the [[Second Green Door]]. 

First Blue Door 

(set: $save to true) 

It is cold...It is dark...The floor is shaking. You hear screams, only to 

realize you have been transported back in time to the sinking of the infamous 

Titanic. As you proceed to the life boats, you realize you're too late. There's 

one life boat left, but there are $kids orphaned kids that are in it. If you 

joined them, the boat would capsize. The davit to save the kids is still 

intact.  

(if: $kids is 3)[The three kids explain that their sister and brother ran off 

and they don't know where they are.] 

(if: $davit and $freeze)[ 

You now have a choice: [[Save kids<-Activate davit.]] or [[Leave 

kids<-Grab the kids and pull them out, then activate the davit and jump on.]] 



] 

(else-if: $davit)[One of the orphans in the lifeboat yells,"Thanks you so much 

for finding our brother! But our sister is still missing!"] 

(else-if: $freeze)[One of the orphans in the lifeboat yells,"Thanks you so much 

for finding our sister! But our brother is still missing!" ] 

[[explore bridge->bridge]] 

[[explore below->blocked stairwell]] 

 

Second Blue Door 

You have now been transported to the lair of the hydra, a disgusting 9 headed 

monster destined to kill anything in its path. The beast is asleep, and you 

have to be very clever if you want to make it out alive. In the lair, there are 

two objects you must find, the red gem and the white gem. These gems are 

crucial for your survival because using their power allows you to open the 

lair's gate and escape. Before doing anything though, you first must find the 

gems. 

 

(if: $sword and $flee)[ 

You may now: [[Slay Hydra and keep the gems]] or [[Open the gate]] 

] 

 

(else-if: $sword)[You now possess the power of the fire, however you also 

need the power of wind to open the gate] 

(else-if: $flee)[You now possess the power of wind, however you also need 

the power of fire to open the gate] 

[[Search for red gem]] 

[[Search for white gem]] 

 

First Green Door 

You have just been transported to a dimension of the Dallas Mavericks at 

American Airlines Center(AAC). Here you able to go to the Mavs frontcourt to 

interact with their star player of the team, Luka Doncic. This player will 

teach you certain skills to enhance your game as a baller. However once you 

interact with him, you take away his own skills. If you wish to help him get 

his skills back, you must obtain the keychain of swagger. The chain not only 

gives him his powers back but it is also your way out of the dimension. There 

is a catch though. As you use the chain to give Luka his skills back, the 

skills you have learned from him won't become as elite as before. They are 

still present within you, but they aren't at their full potential. That being 

said, you can still use the keychain and leave him, keeping your skills to the 

fullest.The choice is yours. 

(if: $undead)[ 

You may choose: [[Give Luka back his skills]] or [[Take them and run]] 

] 

(else-if: $undead)[You have now obtained the keychain of swagger] 



[[Explore AAC]] 

Second Green Door 

(set: $illegal to true) 

Congratulations. You have just entered the dimension of peace. There is no 

conflict in this world. Your family, friends, and yourself are all living in 

perfect harmony. Politics are put to rest. There are no Democrats or 

Republicans going at each other's throats. There are no wars,no enemies, just 

peace. This is the end to your journey. The ONLY way you can leave is by 

getting kicked out. The only way you can get kicked out is by commiting crime. 

The punishment for commitng a crime in this dimension, is death.Now you can 

either enjoy this new life the house has given you or you could cause chaos to 

risk your life to return to your normal life. 

[[Live in Peace]] 

[[Break the law]] 

Save Kids 

As you begin lowering the davit...something about how you realizes that these 

kids are now going to live too. You feel heroic for saving the kids at the 

expense of your life. However, the house sees your sacrifice and offers you 

safe passage to the end of your journey: 

[[End Game]] 

Leave Kids 

(if: $save is true)[You have taken the boat for yourself] 

You removed the children from the boat. They are stuck on the Titanic for the 

rest of its sinking. The house recognizes this act and lets you be: 

[[Continue]] 

Continue 

You've taken a selfish path. You've chosen to save your own life over the 

children's. Your legs start to go numb, your lips begin to freeze. The house 

will not help you, nor will anyone else. Knowing this, you know your demise is 

near. 

(if: $freeze is true)[You will freeze to death] 

You have the option to try again or enter the house's secret 3rd floor. 

[[Try Again?->The Starting Path]] 

[[Proceed<-The 3rd Floor]] 

Leave 

Welcome to the dimension of Nowhere. The house has provided this realm for you 

as a checkpoint to secure your path to your normal life. From here you have the 

ability to end your journey: 



[[End Game]] 

[[I want more]] 

Live in Peace 

The house acknowledges your decision and has granted you permission to thrive 

in this dimension. You understand what good lies throughout the dimension and 

have chosen to be a part of it.You trust in yourself that you can be the most 

peaceful person you can be.For that, the rewards you with safe haven to the end 

of the game. Howeve, if you wish to say in the peaceful dimension, you may stop 

here. 

[[Peaceful Dimension]] 

[[End Game]] 

Break the Law 

(if: $illegal is true)[You have stolen a Snickers bar] 

The clerk at the store notices this and has notifed the authorities. You cannot 

escape. There is no jury.  

[[Accept your sentence]] 

End Game 

This is the end of your journey. The house has respected your decisions and it 

deems you worthy to end the journey it has caused on you. Thank you for playing 

and have a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year. 

I want more 

The house does not respect this choice. The checkpoint was there to send you to 

the end of your journey. Since you refused and were greedy for more, you must 

continue: 

[[Second Blue Door<-Continue]] 

Accept your sentence 

(set: $needle to true) 

(set: $noose to true) 

You have a choice. The house cannot save you as this dimension as it is soley 

created for peace, so if you break the code of peace, it cannot be undone. In 

other words, there are no redos... 

[[Option 1]] 

[[Option 2]] 



Option 1  

(if: $needle is true)[Death by injection] 

Your journey ends here, in the dimension of peace, by a peaceful death. There 

are no redos here because the dimension is made of pure peace. That one simple 

flaw of theft is too large of crime to forgive/redo. Even the slightest bit of 

darkness ruins the entire demension, therefore the house demands your game end 

here. 

Option 2 

(if: $noose is true)[You have been drowned] 

Your journey ends here, in the dimenson of peace, with your body being the only 

polluted thing floating throughout the entire realm.There are no redos here 

because the dimension is made of pure peace. That one simple flaw of theft is 

too large of crime to forgive/redo. Even the slightest bit of darkness ruins 

the entire demension, therefore the house demands your game end here. 

bridge 

(set: $freeze to true) 

(set: $kids to it + 1) 

On the bridge, you come across the sister of the orphaned kids. She was with a 

crewmate. As you take the child back to the lifeboat, he screams, 

"Stay out of the water at all costs!" 

 

[[to the deck->First Blue Door]] 

blocked stairwell 

(set: $kids to it +1) 

You meet a man who is running up from the engine room who knows how to work the 

davit. He has lost is watch and needs help finding it. However, he stole the 

watch from a first class passenger. But if you help him, he will help you 

operate the davit. 

 

[[try to stop him->stopping him]] 

[[try to help->helping him]] 

 

 

Stopping him 



(set: $davit to true) 

You start to block his way because you know that he is a crooked thief and he 

must pay for his crime. But then you realize that you must deal with the 

greater problem of the sinking ship. So you decide in your head that maybe you 

should help him anyway. As you both search below the ship, yall soon both find 

what your looking for. When searching the kitchen, you find the brother of the 

orphans in one of the bathroom. He is somehow wearing the watch of the thief 

and was in hiding so he wouldn't get caught. 

 

The man then tells you how to lower a davit. 

 

[[back to the main deck->First Blue Door]] 

Helping him 

(set: $davit to true) 

After searching the ship, you eventually find the brother of the orphaned kids 

hiding in a kitchen bathroom. By some miracle, you realize that the brother is 

wearing the man's watch that he stole. You then take the brother under your 

guard and give the watch to the man. He then tells you how to lower a davit. 

 

[[Back to the main deck->First Blue Door]] 

Search for red gem 

(set: $sword to true) 

As you make your way to the left of the lair, you start to feel hot. You are 

constantly sweating but you must continue to go through this heat because it is 

a sign you are getting closer to the red gem. After enduring several steps of 

pain and silence, you finally obtain the red gem. 

[[Back to the front of the lair->Second Blue Door]] 

Search for white gem 

(set: $flee to true) 

As you slowly make your way to the right end of the lair, you see something. 

Its sparkling to your eye, almost drawing you to it. As you get closer and 

closer, you realize that it is the white gem. Flushes of air consantly brush 

against you ass you get closer to it. You then pick it up and the energy of the 

stone is immediatly transfered into your entire body. 

[[Back to the front of the lair->Second Blue Door]] 

Slay Hydra and keep the gems 

Death lies to thee. You have slaughtered the sleeping hydra in attempt to keep 

the power that the house provided you with. What did the animal do to you? 

Nothing! This is as an act of selfishness that can only be punishable by death. 



The house kills you with the same gems you used to slay the hydra, so that you 

will suffer the same pain he did.  

[[The Starting Path<-Retry?]] 

Open the gate 

Alas you have respected the house's wishes. By opening the gate, you have shown 

the house that power does not matter to you. You are seen as humble being, and 

will be given safe passage to the end game. 

[[End Game]] 

Give Luka back his skills 

Congratulations, the house sees you as one who is giving and caring for others. 

As a result you may be given safe passage to the end game: 

[[End Game]] 

Take them and run 

While one may seem to want to have all of this knowledge learned from a 1st 

team All NBA basketball player, the house says otherwise. You are seen as a 

person who only cares about himself/herself. For that, your journey ends.  

You may either proceed to retry the house's challenge or take the chance to 

enter its secret 3rd floor. 

[[The Starting Path<-Retry]] 

[[Proceed<-Enter 3rd floor]] 

Explore AAC 

As you make your way around the stadium, you come across the CEO of the team, 

Mark Cuban.  

"Why are you in my arena?" 

You then tell him that you are looking for the keychain of swagger.  

Cuban replies, "You mean this?" 

Cuban then pulls up his sleeve and reveals the keychain is attached to the 

flesh on his arm. He then starts waving it at you, taunting you almost. After 

asking him for permission to use it he screams back, "Hell No! The only way 

you're getting this is if you pry them off my dead body" and proceeds to walk 

away.  

 

[[Kill Mark and take his keys]] 

[[Cut off Mark's arm]] 

Kill Mark and take his keys 

The house sees you commit this act of violence and punishes you by trapping you 

in this dimension. Along with this, the house also feels you shouldn't be able 



to use your skills at the fullest, so it removed your legs so you could be no 

longer able to use them. Your journey has ended here. 

[[The Starting Path<-Try Again?]] 

Cut off Mark’s arm 

(set: $undead to true) 

The house acknowledges your actions and deems them worthy to continue your 

path. Since Cuban was such a stubborn asshole, the house felt that losing one 

arm was a decent enough punishement to him for ignoring its player. You then 

rip the keychain of swagger out of his arm and continue your path. 

[[First Green Door<-Return to the Mavs Court]] 

Proceed 

Welcome to the dimension of sorrows... If you are here, it is because the house 

deemed you unworthy to enter safe haven into the endgame... your path ends 

here. There are no redos, or start overs once you reach this point. This is the 

end for you, reflect on the choices you've made and think about what you 

should've done different. 

Peaceful Dimension 

You have chosen to stay in the peacful dimensions. Congrats. Enjoy living in 

peace... 

 


